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A

s with everything else about Milan, even its weather was in fashion this year. This year’s
fashion show for Fall/Winter week was draped in the flavor of a surprisingly unusual weather
that hung around Milan. It was February, almost the mid of winter; yet, what was surprising to
the visitors was the spring like atmosphere still hovering over the skies of Milan. It was quite
a refreshing experience for all the photographers, peers, audience, press, and keen buyers
entwined with the fashion show, who took a great zeal in showing up at the different venues of
the fashion shows with equal enthusiasm and fervor. Kudos to the encouraging weather!
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When you happen to envisage the magnanimity of such an event fused with glamour and
glitz, you can not choose to ignore the precise planning and directing the unerring eye to the

GETTING THE S

HOT!

details with which this mega
event has been conceptualized
and turned into a reality. You
would surely experience a soul
stirring sensation in your heart
the moment you ponder over
the patience, perseverance,
professionalism and perfection
to details of those thousands of
people who are actually behind
this event. The life blood and staple
force behind the show Camera
Nazionale Della Moda Italiana,
single handedly shouldered the
arduous task of taking this event to
a state of successful completion. A
mind boggling fact about Camera
Nazionale is –this year they are going
to be crowned with the credit of hosting
95 separate fashion shows in a week’s
time. Can you believe it? I believe
this is truly a hallmark of professional
excellence.

All of you out there eyeing for an
opportunity to pay a visit to Milan, the city
of lavish beauty for covering this major
fashion show will be spellbound by a
glance at the splendid fusion of anticipation,
emotions, passions and drama inseparably
entangled with this extravaganza. Covering
such an event is a grueling, soul excruciating
as well as an exceedingly challenging job.
With the week drawing to an end I just made
a calculation concerning the amount of work I
had done so far. And I was simply stupefied by
my own calculations! I figured that I had actually
covered a whopping number of 48 shows out of 95. These 48 shows had so far yielded 15,000
front and back stage images. I wish I could tell you that it’s easy to get into every show. But it’s not.
Everyone wants a piece of the runway action. So basically what happens is that photographers
-- most of whom I’m sure are perfectly nice people -- try to push, shove, gripe, moan and bully
their way into the best shooting locations. I experienced a weird gush of exaltation running
through my veins, in spite of having a feeling of acute exhaustion as an aftermath of the hectic
photo shoots. Outside I was like a placid lake but deep within I could feel a turbulent sensation
from the feat that I had accomplished. At the end I was totally spent, but I felt that I was ready
for a few more shots if offered, quite ready to shrug off my exhaustion off.
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The photographers might have the best seat in the house, but capturing compelling fashion

show images of people in low or varying light in a photo shoot at a fashion extravaganza is
a great challenge for any photographer. The insufficient distribution of light creates a serious
hindrance in catching the right glimpse of the beautiful frames striding on the runway with a
quiet statement of confidence and pride.

Another quandary of gigantic proportion that you face is the sea of photographers and press
people who give their wildest efforts to capture the best moments of the mega event. Do you
know if you happen to be a first timer to cover a fashion show in Milan, what kind of a statement would gush out of you? ‘Oh! My God! What madness is this?’ Milan being one of the most
exotic places to host a fashion show, these shows get an extra amount of attention from the
photographers and press people from all over the world. People from all corners of the world
would simply love to flock in multitudinous groups at such an extravaganza.

To get an advantageous view of the raving beauties moving ahead with proud strides to set
the stage on fire, even if you use flash, you have to worry about focusing on the rapidly moving models and utilizing lenses that bring you close enough to your subjects because runway
lengths vary greatly. I saw some wonderful home made flash apparatus.
Without flash, which is how I shot, you suddenly have to worry a lot more about motion, exact
exposure, and color temperature. And all this you have to settle even before you can think of
composition from your immediate position in the pack. It’s all about the image. How I capture
the model is all about the feeling I have at the time I press the shutter button. I have to be
able to react to the outfits that emerge on the catwalk, often without any prior knowledge of
what they might look like so I have few precious moments to decided, because she is walking
straight at me quickly and I must determine how I want to capture her in this small space of
time. For you see the next model is hot on her heels and coming down the long catwalk.
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FIRST
THING
SMOKIN’!
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The decision to attend Milan
Fashion Week A/W 2008-2009
was a last minute decision,
so we jump on the first plane
smoking! Flew overnight, and
landed in beautiful sunny Milan
the next morning.
We grabbed our bags and
equipment off of the conveyer
belt and head over to our hotel,
the AC Milano.
Like the rest of Milan, this place
was cool contemporary, chic
and extremely fashionable!
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Frankie Morello
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Mariella Burani

W

hatever preparation you might make to snatch a comfortable or at least
workable niche from this sea of press people and photographers you would
run out of ample space for yourself. The pit, as I like to call it, at the end of the
runway was no more a pit, and there were at least 250 photographers fighting
tooth and nail to grab their positions, each with a single mind and purpose- to
get the best position, for the best shot, at each fashion show. Usually this leads
to plenty of jostling in the pit at the front of the stage, and a few arguments. It’s
a wonder that no fist fights actually broke out. Encountered by this ecstasy in
people about this event, my first impression was ‘Stop this madness.’ The initial occupation of the position to catch the best shot had now become a battle
ground of blood thirsty predators. Would you like to know what could be an outcome of such excessive jostle over snaps? I happened to be the witness of one
at the Max Mara show. There too, there was no dearth of predators looking for
their prey-photographs. They gathered and jostled at the end of the runway. Ultimately their collected enthusiasm shattered that portion at the end of the runway,
and the erected platform collapsed.
Even I too had to showcase some of my ‘out of the box activities’ in order to have
my share of the snaps recording some exquisite moments of the show. When
I was trying to catch my snaps at DSquared2 show I found it pretty tough. Ultimately my inner senses revolted. I felt if I needed
to get my meat, I better hunt for it. Thus deciding
I jumped out of the pit and started taking photos
of the collected masses. At the appointed hour
when the show had started I had to be a part of
another interesting incident. There was an Asian
and I crushed up against him. He was standing on
a little ladder, his legs wrapped around the waist of
another Asian standing between his legs. He balanced his elbow on the right knee while leaning on
someone else’s left shoulder.

Squeezed up against me on my right side, a male
photographer from a major fashion magazine positioned himself in so tight that
he was using my right thigh to brace himself. Every time I leaned back slightly
to try to readjust my stance, a network vidoegrapher chastised me for knocking
into his tripod. And a minute before the show started, the large front element of
a high-speed zoom lens slid into my peripheral view by my right ear. Someone
leaned in telling me not to move too far to the side or it will block his shot, and
things were so cramped I couldn’t even turn around to see who this person was!
We’re all crammed together and ready to shoot as the lights go down low; our
hearts racing in anticipation as we wait before the commencement of the show.
I refrained from paying too much attention to what the other photographers were
doing with their cameras. As a matter of fact, being technically adept and taking
adorable snaps are two different aspects. You can take good snaps with some
ordinary equipment also. It is all about clicking the shutter in the nick of time.
Before taking the snaps you would be required to judge your position. You must
watch how the models walk and the timing she maintains as she emerges onto
the stage for a moment, where is the light on stage? You may have to wait for the
model to move into the light and must be able to react to the outfits that emerge
on the catwalk, often without any prior knowledge of what they might look like.

Le Perla
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EMOTION
I

have always been fascinated with portraying those shots that display greater

quantity of emotion and energy when the lighting is in a playful state on the stage.

Metering was an issue even using matrix metering, and black outfits were giving me fits. At some
shows like DSquared2 and Jo No Fui it was extremely difficult to get good shots because they had
moving spotlights throughout the show. You manage to achieve focus, and then the catwalk lights
change, darkening the models face while she’s moving towards you. And just when you deem that
you’re getting the hang of what the lighting technician is doing, sarcastically the show is over.
Now it’s the mad rush to get to the next show to secure a good position. Everyone’s breaking down
their equipment, downloading images for a quick edit before rushing to the press office to send
images over the Internet back to the Editor, or swapping out Compact Flash. It’s hard to make it to
every fashion show because they are scattered all over the town. So you have to plan accordingly.
Getting to the next show can take 10 minutes if the shows are in the convention center, or 30 plus
minutes if in an outside venue.
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Frankie Morello
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Liken to a famous African-American Academy Award winning actor on a weekly,
if not daily basis Fashion Photographer Dwight David Mitchell takes the reader
vicariously through Milan Fashion Week Fall/Winter 2008-2009.
This voyeuristic trip told through images and limited text will provide the reader
with there own press pass to world renowned fashion extravaganza of the Milano
Moda Donna.
Ever the entrepreneur, this is also the author’s foray at self publication and self
distribution which could have never been done with out computers, digital cameras and the Internet. What a wonderful age we live in.
For information regarding the author or his imagery, please visit www.map6.com.

